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ANSTP"ACT

A dlscussj-on of the reasons for the Operation
deveJ-opment

BREAKTHROUGH

team's

of per{onnance cri.teria; an elaboration of the philosoph-

ical basis upon whj-ch the

BREAKTHROUGH

Guide Criterj"a were developed;

and a discussion of the background which led to Eheir establishnient.

Also disctrssed are the general format used for the criteria
exampre of how the criteri,

"on
process leading to certiflcation
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be implemented in the evaluation

criterj"a; development; housing systems.

Operation

BREAKTIIROUGII

is a progran sponsored by the

Department of Flousing and lIrban Development designed to

the nationrs acute housing shortage and to stimulate industrialized housing as a means of meeting this
goal, The initial phase of Operation BREAKTHROUGFI has noh,
been completed. Ilousing System Producers have been
selected; and the criteria which they must follow in
developing and constructing their housing systems have
been developed, These criteria - largely performance in
nature - were developed by a team of experts frorn the
National Bureau of Standards (NBS) in cooperation with
specialists from the Department of Housing and Urban
Development (llUD) along with a special committee of the
National Acacienies of Science and Engineering. This
report is concerned with the process and philosophical
basis for the development of the BREAKTI{ROUGH Guide
Criteria and outlines their organization and content.
If all the housing systems proposed under Operation
BREAKTI{ROUGI'I had been conventional in nature, it is doubtfu1 that the BREAKTI'IR0UGIJ team would have bothered to
develop performance criteria at all. However, many of
the solutions rvhich were proposed involved significant
innovations which could not readily be evaluated on the
basis of existing codes and standards. Thus , &t the very
overcome

beginning of the program it became evident that a performance

basis would be required for the evaluation of these

sys tems

.

prescriptive in nature and component oriented. For example, they might require that
2" x 4" wood stucls be spaced 16 inches on center. The
BREAKTFIROUGII Criteria, on the other hand, are, so far as
the present state of the art permits, performance based
and systems oriented. For example, BREAKTL{R.OUG}l criteria
require that the total building system be capable of
resisting a wind load of 90 mph. Of course, the wind
speed is a site-dependent variable. Another factor which
distinguishes BREAKTIIROUGII criteria from present codes is
that codes are concerned primarily with the areas of
health and safety. However, since Operation BREAKTIIROUGI'I
aims at the production of housing which is not only safe
but also of irnproved quality, the criteria must be considerably broader in scope - i.e., they cover not only
health and safety, but also liveability and durability.
A second reason for this is the innovative nature of the
solutions which are be ing considered under BR.EAKTIIROUGI{.
Conventional solutions automatically provide certain
levels of liveability and durability. But, with innovative systems, there is no implicit, time-proven guarantee
that these same levels of liveability and durability will
Codes are generally

2

be obtained. Thus the Guide Criteria specifically address
themselves to a much broader range of requirements than
codes and attempts to make explicit

do

the acceptability of

quality performance.
Let us now examine the philosophical basis which was
used in developing the BREAKTIIROTIGII criteria.
In the area
of health and safety, we aimed at achieving at least that
level which is intended in present codes. Note that the
ernphasis is placed on intended. In many cases, code
writers intend certain kinds of performance, but in the
translation to prescription language, this desired perfornance is not necessari-ly achieved. Since the BREAKTHROUGH
criteria lyere written directly in performance language,
it was possible to review the state of the art and to call
for the kind of performance that was intended rather than
that which is generally achieved in practice. Throughout
we tried to establish the best balance of performance
possible, if it was reasonable to make trade-offs from one
attribute of a system to another, we took advantage of
these opportunities.
where there were targets of opportunities which could
be achieved both technically and economicaLLy, these were
incorporated. one such opportunity was in the area of
smoke detectors. BREAKTIIROIIGII criteria call for the introduction of smoke detectors on a much broader base than is
presently ca1led for in most code jurisdictions.
3

also tried to estahlish a greater emphasi.s on
life safety. All too frequently in the past, there has
not been sufficient emnhasis placed upon the, lirres of the
inhabitants of housing. In this area hle introduced
lVe

requirements concerning f lame spread ancl srnoke generat ion

.

Final1y, our criteria are characterizecl by the translation to quantification of many items not explicitly
present in many codes. In any conventional solution, certain levels of perfornance are automatically achieved,
even though these are not specifically called for in the
codes and standards pertaining to housing. This is a
safe policy when only conventional solutions are being
considered; horvever, Operation

BR.LAi(TIII{OUGII

covers innova-

tive as well as converltional sol utions. Since lre rtranted
to nake sure that the housing to be delivered under
Operation BR.EAKTftPOIIGII lvas at least as goo<1 as that ohtainecl
by conventional solutions, we founcl it necessary to
quantify many of the attrihutes which arrtomatically derive
from conventional solutions. One such example is the
fire endurance of floors over crrna,'1 spaces in singlc
family housing. Codes generally place no fire enclurance
requirement on such floors; horvever, all conventional solutions achieve at least 10 minutes of rcsistance. Therefore,
this 1evel of performance is ca11ed for until evidcnce
becomes availahle lvhich shorr's that such f irc rcsi stance is
not needecl.
4

In the areas of liveability and durability we set as
our base that level which would be obtained through a
conscientious execution of moderate-leve1 conventional
construction. Again, where targets of opportunity were
within economic reach, we incorporated these. An example
of such a target was in the area of acoustical isolation
between dwelling units - where there is frequent complaint
about the Ieve1 of performance provided by conventional
construction. The BREAKTIIR0UGII criteria provide specific
performance levels for interdwelling wal1s. These are
dependent upon the functions of the spaces involved. For
example, between bathrooms a sound transmission class of
50 is required.
In the process of generating these criteria, every
effort lvas made to avoid working in a vacuum. Our first
priority was to study in detail the various codes and
standards which were in use within the United States. We
reviewed research reports, ca11ed upon consultants, brought
in people from other laboratories, and in general, brought
ourselves up as high on the learning curve as was possible
within the present state of the art and rvithin the time
frame which was availabre. To further quantify the state
of the art, we implenented laboratory and field tests to
determine those 1evels of performance which one could expect
from conventional construction.

5

Figure 1 shows the execution of a lahoratory test

,
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Concentrated Load Test, Conventional Subflooring

of conventional subflooring material
to resist the effect of concentrated loads. And, Figure 2
depicts a housing project not far from the Gaithersburg,
IIaryIand, site of the National Bureau of Standards where
we carried out some impact tests to determinc the dvnamic
response characteristics of conventional floors. Figure 5
illustrates the test set-up for carrying out a dynamic
response test in a furnished apartment.
While we at NBS were very much concerned with thc
quality of the ISREAKTIIR0LIGiI criteria from a technical
standpoint, IIUD, recognizing that success of the program
concerning the ability
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depends on acceptance of the certification

process by

responsible building officials, was carefully designing a
process for the validation of the criteria.
This process
is depicted in Figure 4. In developing the criteria, NBS

VALIDATION OF CRITERIA
HUD

NBS
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ACHUD

CONSULTA NTS
FIGURE
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Val

idation of Criteria

enployed a number of consultants - representatives from

other Federal laboratories and persons having expert knowledge of the voluntary standards process or with expertise
in special areas. In order to assist in the validation
process, HUD requested that the National Academies of
Science and Engineering establish a special advisory
committee. Such an advisory committee was established; it
is generally known as ACIIUD, or Advisory Comrnittee to HIII)

I

of the National Academies of Science and Engineering. This
committee was originally chaired by General Bernard Schriever
and is currently chaired by Ambassador George C. I{cGhee.
Under the Advisory Committee, there is a technical panel
of distinguished experts chaired by Professor J. Neils
Thompson of the University of Texas. The formal route
established for the validation process was for NBS to
generate criteria; transmit these to IIUD f or revierv; and
f inal1y, for IIUD to transmit them to ACI{UD for validation.
In practice, however, an informal line of communication
between

ACHUD

and NBS has developed and has been encouraged

by HUD. While establishing the criteria, we found ourselves
working in almost continual contact with the ACI{UD Technical
Pane1. This relationship has permitted the expeditious
development of the criteria and has resulted in a superior set
At this point in time (Feb. 1971), NBS has
of criteria.
These have officially
certain criteria.
been sent to ACHUD, and ACflUll in turn has validated them
and recommended their use by IIUD for Operation BRIIAKTIJROTJGH.
In developing the criteria, we found it advantageous
to put together four separate volumes (Figure 5). \rolume I
covers Multifamily ttigh-Rise; Volume I i covers I{ultifamily
Low-Rise; Volume III, Single Farnily Attached; and Volume IV,
Single Family Detached. We felt that this four-volume format was the best way to accommodate the needs of the
I"lousing Systern Producers and others who would be using the
recommended

to

IIUD
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Thus far, these volumes have been left in
criteria.
loose-leaf form. The criteria are by no means final; they
represent the best performance statements which are possible
given the present state of the art. As better information
becomes available, they will be continually expandecl and
improved. Several addenda have already been issued and
others are in the process of generation.
One problem we encounterecl in the developrnent of the
criteria was that of formating or assemb1ing. hre studied
the various model codes and found that, since t)rey did not
cover a range as rvide as ours, t,1re formating arrangement
used therein did not lend itself particularJ.y well to the
l0

accomnodation of our needs. Thus we arrived at the use of

the two-dimensional matrix as a convenient means of
organization (see Figure 6). I{e found that by organiz:-ng
the matrix in terrns of built elements of the housing system
versus attributes, we were able to index all the criteria
conveniently. The built elements are lettered, and the
attributes are numbered. Tl"rus, for example, under Section
II-5 of the criteria, one would expect to find all requirements and criteria relating to noise generated by plumbing.
Figure 7 shorus a typical performance statement found
in the BREAKTIIROUGII criteria. Ilnder Section A- 1 , which is
structure and structural serviceability, rve have a requirement which is a quantitative statement of what the user
wants from the housing system. This particular requirement
is that occupants should not experience discomfort as a
result of horizontal movement under service wind 1oad.
The criterion, on the other hand, is a quantitative statement written in technical terms. Basically, this
criterion states that at 9 /L0 servi"ce dead load and ful1
service wind load, the horizontal movement of the building
should not exceed L/500 of its height. The criterion
thus is a statement lvhich perrnits one to make a deterrnination as to the performance of the housing system.
The next item to be considered in the development of
a performance statement concerns what tests are acceptable.
The term "test" is usecl in its broadest sense to connotate
Contlnued on page 14
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Criteria Matrix

A.
I.

STRUCTURE

Structural Servi

ceabi 1 i

ty

Requirement. 0ccupants should not experience djscomfort as a
movement caused by story drift under servicel

result oT-horTzontal
wi

nd I oad.

Criterion. At a load level of 0.9 serv'icel dead load and I
serviceTJnilToad (0.9D + ll,.l) , the horizontal drift due to the
superimposed load of lW is not to exceed the following limits:
dh - 0.002h, in wh'ich h is the height above finished grade (ground
outside build'ing) or the interface between the building system and
a separately-built basement, whicheveris higher; dh is the lateral
displacement at a story level (story drift).
Test. Analysis and/or

phys'ica1 simulation.

Commentary. Generally, a structure will ex perience its most
severe lateral deflections u nder a condition of minimum gravity 'load
and maximum lateral load and th'is criterion is designed to prevent
excessjve drift under such loading. There has been limited experience
with high-rise apartment structures which indjcates that when such
structures are des'igned to permit lateral drift in excess of h/400 to
h/500 under maximum service wind loads, discomfort is felt by some of
the occupants during severe wind conditjons. Even though human discomfort
is probably related to motion, and therefore to the acceleration and the
natural frequency of the building as we1'l as to drjft, this conservative
criterion should be used until addit'ional research is done in this field.
In practice, many steel buildings are designed for a lateral drift of h/400
based on the bare structural frame. It is assumed that the stiffening
effect of wal1s, partitions, cladding and other built elements will reduce
the actual drift of these buildings to less than h/500.
No data from full-scale tests of conventional wood-frame construction
are available at this time. Approximate analysis indicates that the
combjned stiffening effect of all wal1s, partitjons, connectjons and
cladding causes these structures to meet this criterion. The adequacy of
this type of constructjon is confirmed by a history of satisfactory performance.

lService load is maximum load which has a recurrence interval equal
to the useful life of the structure. In the absence of detailed
statist'ical information, serv'ice loads are assumed to be equal to

currentiy accepted "des'iqn 1oads."
FIGURE

7

-

Example Performance Statement

r3

the means for demonstrating compliance and can thus refer
to engineering computation and analysis, prior documente<l
experience or physical simulation.

If there are ASTltl or
other standard tests rtrhich are applicable, these are
ref erenced . I'lowever, f or hori zontal movement of buildings ,
there is no standard test. Thus we call for analysis and/
or physical simulation - either of which would L"'e acceptab 1e .
The final item which makes up a complete performance
statement in the BREAKTIIROUGH criteria is a commentary.
Strictly speaking, this is not a necessary component of the
performance statement. However, since Operation BREAKTHROUGH
is an experimental program and since these criteria
represent a translation of the most advanced state of the
art, we found it desirable to state clearly the origin of
the criterion and our degree of confidence in the performance leve1s or test methods specified.
It may be well now to look at w}rat we consider to be
the life cycle of these Guide Criteria (see Figure B). The
criteria were originally developed by NIIS. They went to
ACIIUD, and ACtltJD has since recommended the criteria to I-{UD
for use in Operation BREAKTIIROIIGI{. LIIID has issued the
criteria to the tlousing Systen Producers (l'lSP's) f or their
guidance during the design and clevelopment portion of the
program. During this process we have been working very
closely rvith the I-ISPrs. I[e have received valuable input
in the r.;ay of feedbacl< from them, and we are continually
t4
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updating and improving the criteria on the basis of this

feedback. We expect the same procedure to take place
during the construction process. And, final1y, during
occupancy we expect a major feedback from a detailed documentation program of the performance of the housing
systems. tr{e expect to have very significant input as a
result of this profJram, and we feel that, by the end of
this period, we will have a set of Guide Criteria which
ni11 have received more study and examination than any performance document ever has in the building industry.
l5

A point rvhich should be made is that even at the end

of the Z-year life cyc1e, the criteria will not be final
or frozen. The criteria must be the subject of continual
refinement and upgrading. Ilowever, we feel that after this
2-year development cyc1e, the criteria can function as:
(1) The basis for a continuing systern for evaluating
innovative housing solrrtions; and
(2) Major technical input for the development of
future performance-based housing and other
building codes.
In conclusion, the process wirich has l;een described
herein can best be illustrated by an actual case history of
how a system can and has been evaluated against performance
criteria. The housing system shown in Figure 9 was proposed for erection in a large U.S. city several years ago
as part of a IIUD experirnental progran. The project was
held up for over a year because the loca1 building official
did not have sufficient evidence upon which to base the
issuance of a building permit. The building systern in
question used a lightweight precast, mechanically connected
structural frame. It is normal practice for such a frame
to be designed so that the frame itself (Figure 10) is capable of resisting all vertical ancl lateral 1oads. llolvever,
the designer of this particular system - realizing that,
for every additional $100 expended for the system, there

r6
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FIGURE

9

- industrial ized Hous.ing System

would be some 15,000 Americans who would be priced out of
its market - took fu1l advantage of the fact that hj-s sys-

not merely a bare skeleton; it consisted of the
frame plus the partition rva11s and exterior wal1s, which
went to make up the total building. IIe relied upon this
cladding of the building to provide most of his lateral
load's resistant capacity.
The problem which was facing the 1ocal building
official was nhether or not this system was structurally
adequate. The system involved the use of nery materials
and different fabrication techniques - innovations which
definitely departed from the code. The National Bureau of
tem was

17

r

FIGURE

i0 - Structural Frame

Standards' Building Research Divi sion was consulted, and

rnle

type of performance evaluation. At first,
approaching the problem in terrns of an analysis of tlie
system, we found the prolrlem was so complex anci the systeln
so innovative that a precise analysis was not possible. An

recommended some

approximate analys is indicate(l that the structure l{as
r8

probably adequate. However, because there were sti11

a

of unresolved questions relating to its overall
behavior, we felt that physical testing was necessary. The
structural perforrnance criteria which we needed to evaluate
for this particular system were, from a safety standpoint,
its reliability against collanse; and from a serviceability
standpoint, its static stiffness, its dynamic response and
its freedom from distress under load. From the analysis
performed on this system, we were confident that by testing
a one-story module taken from the structure, we could
properly simulate the behavior of an entire three-story
construction. Thus, this one-story module depicted in
Figure 11 was erected in our laboratory in Gaithersburg,
Maryland. l{e used the actual structural components which
number
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Laboratory Model

l9

-

Frame 0n1y

were proposed for the system, and we also added the actual

cladding materials which were to be used on the prototypes
(Figure 72).

,
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I

FIGURE
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I,Jal I

s i n Pl ace

After the complete erection of the one-story module, we
erected our test frames (Figure 15). IIorizontally-acting
hydraulic rams simulated the effect of wind loads on the
three-story buildirg, vrhile vertically-acting rams simnlated the colurnn loads from above. The effect of uniformily
distributed floor loads was simulated by using pneumatic
air bags. Because the structure was teste(l in the
laboratory, we I{ere able to instrurnent it in considerable

20
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for

Test

detail and to docunent the total response of the huilding
under a wide range of load conditions.
The code in the city in question called for the structure to have a capacity to resist a 90 mile per hour wind
1oad. We tested for a simulated wind load of up to 150 mph,
and even at that point, the structure lvas not exhibiting
any signs of major distress. The module whi.ch was tested
had an area within it of size equivalent to that of a typical
living room which rvas Lz x 20 feet. The code required that
a living room of that size, when all the safety factors
were taken into account, be capable of resisting an applied
load equivalent to 240 average-weight people. In our tests,
21

we reached a load equivalent to 540 people without the struc-

ture's failing.

of the major issues concerning this
housing system was the effectiveness of the partition wal1s
and exterior cladding of the building in resisting load
primarily in the resistance of lateral loads. The first
tests which we carried out were of the total structure with
the wa1ls in place; the results of this tcsting are
illustrated by the solid curve in Figure L4. This response
was quite satisfactory in terms of the criteria which has
One
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o.6

been set for evaluating the system. But, we were also

interested in the actual influence of these wal1s and
cladding material on the total response of the structure.
Thus we removed all the cladding and wall material and
tested the structure again. The lower response shown by
the dashed curve was totally unsatisfactory. This testing
is of special interest in that it shows the massive
influence that normally-neglected cladding materials have
on total system behavior. And unless one considers the
totality of the system's nature of innovative housing solutions, he seriously errs in attempting to evaluate them.
The period of time required for this testing was under
three weeks, and we were able to deliver our final report
concerning the performance evaluation of the system within
eight weeks. Because this was the kind of documentation
required by the building official in order for hin to
make his decision, in less than a week he was able to
issue a building permit. However, due to certain nontechnical factors, the system was never built in the city
where it was originally proposed. But it has since been
built in two other cities and the performance evaluation
which was carried out formed the basis of acceptance in
those cities. The obvious conclusion to be drawn from
this anecdote is that carefully executed performance
evaluation can indeed provide a vehicle of acceptance for
the building official.
23

is a phased program, The first
step was tl:re preparation of proposals, their evaluation,
and the selection of the 22 Ilousing System Producers and
the prototype sites. Phase I of Operation BREAKTHROUGH is
the prototype design phase, and we are now reaching the end
point of that particular phase. Phase II is prototype
construction, Ground has been broken on all 9 BREAKTHR0UGH
Prototype Sites and site work is underway at this time
(Feb 1971). Concurrently r+ith Phases I and II, we are
carrying out tests and evaluations of the housing systems.
A considerable amount of this evaluation has already taken
p1ace, and a limited number of physical tests have been
carried out or are underway. Before we recommend to f{UD
that arry system be certified, it will be thoroughly evaluated;
and where necessary, it will be adequately tested. In addition to this, the systemrs performance on the prototype
sites will be thoroughly documented. In carrying out the
evaluation and testing program on the 22 systems, we are
follorving the lines of communication indicated in Figure 15.
NBS is acting as the focal point for all testing and
evaluation. We are using other laboratories and consultants
as far as is possible. After thorough evaluation of a
sys tem, NBS will submit the resul ts to tlUD , and af ter IIUD
reviews these results, they will be communicated to the
ACLIUD Panel. There they will be validated and the final
recommendation concerning certification rvi11 be returned to
Operation

BREAKTI{ROUGH
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CONSUTTANTS

Evaluation and Testing

flUD. At that point, if fllJD has received an affirmative
response from both NBS and ACIiUD, the final certification
report concerning the system will be issued. It is the
opinion of those of us directly involved in BREAKTIIROUGII
that, by the time the building official, the consumer, the
community and the lender are asked to accept a certified
system, it will have been so thoroughly evaluated and documented that there should be 1itt1e if any question regarding
its acceptability.
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